FY 17 Early Return Meal Service / Dining Hall Schedule / Meal Hours

- **Meal hours:**
  - Breakfast: 7:15 AM – 9:00 AM – HOT breakfast only, no continental until 9/3
  - Lunch: 11:30 AM – 1:15 PM
  - Dinner: 5:00 PM – 6:30 PM – (8/18 – 8/30)
    5:00 PM – 7:00 PM – starting 8/31

- **Early Return Meal Service:** Dinner, Thursday, August 18th – Breakfast, Sunday, September 4th

  o **Thursday, August 18th – Saturday, August 20th**
    - Breakfast: Abbey - Buckland ONLY
    - Lunch: Abbey – Buckland ONLY
    - Dinner: Abbey – Buckland ONLY

  o **Sunday, August 21st – Saturday, August 27th**
    - Breakfast: Ham ONLY
    - Lunch: Ham ONLY
    - Dinner: Ham ONLY

  o **Sunday, August 28th – Wednesday, August 31st**
    - Breakfast: Ham – MacGregor
    - Lunch: Ham – MacGregor
    - Dinner: Ham – MacGregor

  o **Thursday, September 1st**
    - Breakfast: Ham – MacGregor / Prospect
    - Lunch: Ham – MacGregor / Prospect
    - Dinner: Ham – MacGregor / Prospect

  o **Friday, September 2nd** *(New Students arrive)*
    - Breakfast: Ham/MacGregor /Prospect
    - Lunch: Welcome Picnic – Skinner Green
    - Dinner: Ham/MacGregor/Prospect/Rocky/Wilder

  o **Saturday, September 3rd**
    - Breakfast
      - Hot Breakfast Ham-MacGregor only
      - Continental Breakfast Wilder / Prospect /Rocky (8:30 – 10:00 AM)
    - Lunch: Ham-Mac/Wilder/Prospect/Rocky
    - Dinner: Ham-Mac/Wilder/Prospect/Rocky

  o **Sunday, September 4th**
    - Breakfast
      - Hot Breakfast Ham-MacGregor only
Continental Breakfast  Wilder / Prospect

- Lunch  Ham-Mac/Wilder/Prospect/Blanchard
- Dinner  Ham-Mac/Wilder/Prospect/Blanchard/Abbey/Rocky

- Monday, September 5th  Normal meal service (includes continental brk)
  - Breakfast  Ham-Mac/Wilder/Prospect/Abbey/Rocky
  - Lunch  Ham-Mac/Wilder/Prospect/Blanchard/Abbey/Rocky
  - Dinner  Ham-Mac/Wilder/Prospect/Blanchard/Abbey/Rocky

- Tuesday, September 6th  Normal meal service (includes continental brk)
  - Breakfast  Ham-Mac/Wilder/Prospect/Abbey/Rocky
  - Lunch  Convocation Picnic – Skinner Green
  - Dinner  Ham-Mac/Wilder/Prospect/Blanchard/Abbey/Rocky

- Wednesday, September 7th  Classes begin / all dining operations open for regular meal service